then said lets split it and gave her three more dollars.
Her face beamed, and we hugged each other. I should
have given her $50. Leaving, I felt so guilty and told
Fran of it. She said “Don’t worry I bought $20 of stuff
from her at full price and also left some money on her
altar.” That helped my morale a lot.
The town was built with water supply troughs
every where. These are used to wash clothes, and God
only knows what else. In the courtyard we were exiting, clothes were hanging from lines, and outside the
courtyard we could see a young man washing clothes.
Normally this would be mother and children work. We
really can’t compare their conditions to ours because
this is the life and environment they’re accustomed
too. As backwards as it is in comparison to what we
have, they do have cell phones. Seeing that was another priceless moment.
After this we still have a two hour drive up to
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a plateau in the mountains at 13,000 foot elevation. It Town water system.
is beautiful. The land is green and you look up to see
the snow covered mountains at 21,000 feet against a blue sky.
We return to the hotel at 1800 and have one hour to be ready for an included Gate 1 dinner and show at one of Cusco’s best restaurants on the Plaza de Armas. This first involves a short
walk around the Plaza. The restaurant is very nice, the food excellent, and as always the first Pisco
Sour complimentary. Several entertainers and a four piece band put on an entertaining show with
pretty Peruvian dancing girls. These are the first and only Peruvian bare legs seen on the trip. Bill,
Ivan, Don, Sandra, and Lanny are out there dancing with the entertainers. This, and another 8
hours of Peruvian travel are captured on Bill’s new video camera, where I was able to garner many
forgotten details of our visit. And
his date stamp was pretty close, and
only one day and one year early.
Don and Vincent were also making
daily logs on our visit and their
information was also essential to
this writing and liberally included.
Both Vincent and I feel like
the altitude is continuing to take its
toll on us. Despite that and the long
tiring days that never end, morale is
great, and we are anticipating our
return to Lima. Especially the low
elevation, and what lies in store for
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us with the Peruvian Navy in
Entertainment at the Plaza de Armas.
Callao. Wake up calls are at 0430
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with luggage outside the room by
0515. Everyone would like to strangle our tour directors.
At the hotel, Vincent, who
has made many of the observations
herein, comes across another unexpected glitch. His credit card and
pin number no longer work! He
has to borrow $5 from Cal to pay the
morning Cusco airport tax before he
can get on the flight. This is not
good, and he gets a major ration
from Father-in-Law Cal on this!
Sandra dancing with the cook.
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8 MARCH 2009 – TRAVEL TO LIMA - DINNER WITH THE PERUVIAN NAVY
The bus departs at 0530 for the 0740 flight. Goodbye Cusco and Hello Lima. A nice easy
trip with no concerns for our luggage, thanks again to Gate 1. Bill has video taped much of the
flight back including the shoreline approaching Lima from the North. Six weeks later we will
make a very interesting observation three miles north of Lima. John has also done a video tape of
this shoreline on his departure from Lima to Panama. Stand by for something major!
At the hotel I am praying for a different room, but no such luck. At least I know how to
operate the fan. Now it’s a Lima tour beginning at the
Plaza de Armas. Another long day.
Our first stop is the Cathedral of St. Peter, and
being a Sunday, it is not open for touring due to the
numerous masses. Pizarro, the conqueror of the Incas is
buried inside, but I had no interest in viewing his tomb.
A few blocks away is the Franciscan Monastery which
is ornate and beautiful. A most important significance is
that its Head Monk was able to bring the Incas and the
Spaniards together by telling the Incas that the God
they worshiped, and the God of Jesus the Spaniards
worshiped, are the same God and there is only one God.
This started the first true dialog between the two. Under
the floor of the Monastery are the famous catacombs
begun in 1546 with the bones of the deceased monks
and rich benefactors who were allowed to be buried
there. Over 75,000 bodies are here with bones perfectly laid out in skull and femur patterns. We went down
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several levels, but even the Peruvians are not certain
Cathedral of St. Peter.
how many levels there are.
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We also view from outside
the Presidential Palace.
The next stop is to the home
of Architect Havaeree Luna and
family near Miraflores. Here resides
perhaps the world’s largest collection of nativity/manger scenes.
Spectacular and their home was
equally impressive. They personally
meet us and are gracious hosts.
Then it is on to the ancient
pyramid called Huaca Pucllana. It is
several football fields in size. PreIncan, it was built from 100 to 500
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AD out of solid adobe bricks. It was Peruvian Presidential Palace.
used for worshipping and for probably predicting weather for planting seasons. Vultures circling above it mean good luck. It is still
in the process of being excavated and is most impressive.
Noon and we are back at the hotel for a grade C lunch at the Hotel. I have arranged a 1700
group meeting in the seventh floor conference room. The guys are to bring their gifts to be presented to the Peruvians this evening and tomorrow. We will do an inventory of what we have, and
where it should go. Afterwards I work on my introduction and thank you speeches in Spanish, and
the trekkers’ autograph the fly leafs of our hard-covered Sea Poacher books.
Now we have our first problem in Lima. Cal has made eight nice metal miniature submarine paper weights with the 406 on one side of the sail and 49 on the other. He finds out five of
the submarines have become unglued from the wooden base. No great panic, but he and Vincent
need to find some super glue. They locate a taxi and
negotiate a fare to the nearest super market.
However, somehow in the taxi, Vincent’s state of the
art camera falls out of his front pocket as they leave
the taxi. They find superglue, and then Vincent realizes his camera is gone. And of course, the taxi is out
on another fare. There is no way to track it down.
Not only is the camera gone, but so are all the photos he has taken. Vincent is sick, but his newly
acquired Sea Poacher family assures him there will
be no shortage of pictures.
In any case, they get the mini-submarines
reglued, we have our meeting, and are ready to meet
eleven of our Peruvian Naval contacts at Mango’s
Restaurant in the upscale Larcomar Shopping
Center. A couple of guys in our group, wondering
about the layout of the restaurant and how conducive it will be to giving speeches, decide to go
Family enjoying pigeons at cathedral.
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early to check things out. I learn an
hour before dinner from Joe and
Don that no reservations have been
made at Mango’s. I am totally
incredulous and tell them that’s not
possible as we have at least 30 in
our party, and the Peruvians would
certainly have made reservations.
So a bit before 2000, we are
in Larcomar heading for Mango’s
when we encounter our advance
party and our Peruvian guests.
Seems like our guys, when they
were checking out Mango’s, were
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not actually there, but in another
Paco Garfias talking with Bill Brinkman. Paco was the first XO
on LaPadrera.
restaurant called Café Café. So that
is where they made reservations. As
it turned out both restaurants were owned by the same firm, and were equally nice. Our guys apologized deeply to the Peruvians who just laughed it off. It was an auspicious start to the evening,
but it improved immediately.
Our guests included Rear Admiral Juan Castro, former Commanding Officer of La
Pedrera, and wife; Captain Paco Garfias, first Executive Officer of La Pedrera, and wife; Captain
James Thornberry, Chief of Staff Commander Submarine Force, and wife; Captain Fernando
Zamudio, Liaison Officer to the Commander in Chief, and wife and son; and Lieutenant
Commander Diego de Las Casas, Liaison Officer Commander Submarine Force, and wife. Rear
Admiral Carlos Zarate, Commander Peruvian Submarine Force, and wife were anticipated, but
were unexpectedly called to another Navy function involving the U.S. Embassy. Also, Rear
Admiral Luis Bardales, first Commanding Officer of La Pedrera, and wife, were expected; however, he was involved in a traffic
accident and was hospitalized. In
actuality, Captain Thornberry and
his wife graciously met us at our
Hotel at 1930. Mrs. Thornberry
drove several of our party to
Larcomar, and Captain James personally escorted us on the walk to
Larcomar. It was a sign of the
extreme courtesy we were about to
be given, and that would continue
throughout the following day.
I introduced our delegation
to the Peruvians and gave a short
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speech in Spanish, which miracu- Ivan, Lanny and Jack with Captain James Thornberry.
lously was understood. Pisco Sours
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Group gathers for pictures after a very enjoyable dinner. This was the beginning of a great friendship.
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were ordered and several toasts were given. The dinner with wine was exceptional. The restaurant, as part of Larcomar, is built on a cliff overlooking the Pacific Ocean, and the views were
spectacular. All of our guests were presented regular gold dolphins with the wives given miniature gold dolphins. Similarly, all were given Sea Poacher/La Pedrera hats, Challenge Coins, and
miniature submarines. Similar items are given to the Peruvians to deliver to Admiral Bardales at
the hospital.
At 2200, we had several group photos taken, and said our good byes. Tomorrow at 0800
LCDR Diego de Las Casas, our English speaking Liaison Officer would be at our hotel in a VIP
Navy van to take us to the Submarine Base in Callao for an all day event. It had been a marvelous
evening, and we were not certain what tomorrow would bring.
9 MARCH 2009 – OUR VISIT TO THE CALLAO SUBMARINE BASE
I was up early and down for breakfast at 0730. We knew the Peruvians were going to be
in their summer dress uniforms, so our prescribed uniform was red ties, white shirts, and blue
trousers. Adorn that with Sea Poacher/La Pedrera hats/submarine vests, and we were set. Some
in our group would have preferred blue jeans, but were convinced otherwise. Our ladies were similarly dressed mostly in red, white, and blue slacks, and ready to visit two submarines.
In the lobby, I saw the VIP van already parked in front of the hotel with a Naval Officer
inside reading a newspaper. I invited Diego in for breakfast. By this time, the dining room was
filled with Sea Poacher family, and Diego was warmly welcomed. We were off for Callao on time.
Unfortunately, only a few miles from the Base, the van engine gave up the ghost which it had been
fighting for miles. Not certain where we are, but all of the one and two story buildings on this road
were brilliantly painted in reds, blues, yellows, greens and oranges. Callao somewhere!
However, we were only stopped for ten minutes, when another Navy bus arrived and our
first stop was the Peruvian Naval Academy.
Here we were met by Captains Thornberry and Zamudio, and escorted to a beautiful recep— 31 —

tion area where a bell is rung signifying officers present in the area.
There Rear Admiral Zarate and staff
welcomed us. On behalf of the Sea
Poacher Association I was presented
a large book on the Peruvian Navy
and special Sea Poacher/La Pedrera
Challenge Coin, and all 18 of us
received a shopping bag full of gifts
that included hats, key chains, challenge coins, and other items. Again
giving it my best in Spanish, I introduced our delegation to the
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Peruvians, gave a short thank you
Admiral Zarate officially welcomes the Trekkers to the
speech, and we presented a plaque
Peruvian Submarine Base.
and our Sea Poacher book on CD to
the Admiral and Naval Academy.
We were then given an extensive tour of the Academy where the facilities are first class.
Prominently displayed on a training area wall was the Sea Poacher/La Pedrera #2 Torpedo Tube
Inner Door with other mementoes. Our Torpedomen Jack and Don, and our Weapons Officer Ivan
had some emotional moments here. Actually, we all did.
Group photographs were taken at a major memorial to one of Peru’s Naval Hero’s Admiral
Miguel Grau. His story and gallantry are inspiring and astounding.
Next we are back on the bus for a short ride to the Peruvian Submarine Museum and the
Submarine Abtao. It has a wonderful setting on the ocean. In fact the entire Submarine Base was
immaculate. Everything that could possibly have been shined gleamed at us.
Now, another amazing event was done specifically in our honor. There is an established
Submarine Museum, but they opened for the first time a new section and exhibition of Sea
Poacher/La
Pedrera
and
Atule/Pacocha memorabilia. We
were the first to see it. There were
photos and plaques and other items
from Sea Poacher that choked up
more than one of us. And that also
applies to the La Pedrera mementoes. We were now looking at only
“One Boat.”
Then we were escorted to
another building configured like a
Conning Tower, and shown two 10
minute movies on the Peruvian
Navy and the Submarine Force.
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Both were in Spanish, but the mean- Torpedomen Don Schwartz and Jack Merrill pose in front of
Sea Poacher’s #2 torpedo tube door.
ing was clear. We saw La Pedrera at
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sea in the last movie. There was a
ton of cheering when that happened,
and the cheers were going to continue throughout the day.
Next, we headed to the pier
and Submarine Abtao, which was
specifically built for Peru by the
U.S. in 1954. Several of us in
descending the Forward Torpedo
Room hatch were certain that they
are making the hatches smaller
these days. When one of our guys
was partially down the hatch one of
our smart aleck shipmates yelled
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“Green Board.” Vincent said it best Trekkers inside the LaPadrera Control Room Mock-up.
and I am going to quote him.
“It is a retired sister ship the likes of Sea Poacher. If you've ever seen the TV show Cold
Case Files, being with these guys I cry. It's very easy after being with them for eight days, and
now to see them again as the 18 plus year old boys they were when they served. I see it in their
eyes, reliving their youth and being in their presence. Especially when we got onto that boat they
couldn't wait to get below decks. They all explained this and that about the boat. For me I stayed
right next to Dad and he was no different, if not more entertaining, because of who he is to me
and to all of us. I wish you all could have been there. He was on cloud nine, and in his element.”
Thank you Vincent!
As for me, I have seen a few preserved submarines on display as museums, but the Abtao
is as beautiful as any you will ever find. There was even a model of La Pedrera on display in the
Control Room. Bill’s video tape recorded a lot of noise throughout the boat and someone said
“Don’t Touch Anything!” While we used to run through those hatches below decks, that was now
a thing of the past. Then the Officer
in Charge of the Museum, Captain
Gervias Minano, gave us all embroidered Peruvian Dolphins, an Abtao
submarine patch, a Peruvian
Submarine patch, and I don’t
remember everything else. They had
a small ships store, and I know
many of our guys bought models of
La Pedrera. They would be sold out
in five minutes, but others would be
obtained for us. And the price, I am
guessing was normally $40 to $50
each. But I saw the shock in Captain
Minano’s face, when Captain
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Cal Cochrane mans the scope on the Abtao.
Thornberry said $20 each.
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Obviously, the Commander
of the Submarine Force would be
subsidizing much of the cost to the
Abtao Museum. I was the only one
of our group that knew this at the
time.
Thank
you
Captain
Thornberry for being a major player
in this!
I should also note that several former crew members of La
Pedrera were with us the entire day
including Rear Admiral Juan
Manuel
Castro,
former
Commanding
Officer;
Captain
Juan
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Former Chief of the Boat Jose Mancilla welcoms Trekkers to Francis Garfias, first Executive
formal Quarterdeck of the Perucvian Submarine School
Officer; Captain Atilio Cantelli
Sidia, Weapons Officer; Chief Petty
Officer Jose Mancilla; Chief Petty Officer Victor Funes; and many others whose names I do not
have. We did not know until much later in the day that Admiral Zarate was also a member of La
Pedrera crew.
Now it is the short ride back to the Base, where we offload at the Submarine School, another beautiful building and facility. There are several officer and enlisted escorts that take us to a
formal Quarterdeck where many former La Pedrera officers and crew are assembled to greet us.
It is again overwhelming. The Sea Poacher/La Pedrera diving klaxon on the Quarterdeck resounds
with a DIVE DIVE and then a SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE. There were more than just a
few tears shed.
I am bordering on becoming
an erratic torpedo right now especially with regards to my planned
speeches in Spanish, and do not
know whether to wave or salute. I
probably do both. Captain
Thornberry, like Captain Zamudio,
has been my savior this entire trip
says to forget the major gifts right
now. Save all of that for the luncheon coming up later. Just introduce
your group and give some short
thank you remarks. And bless his
heart - he says to do it in Spanish
because we can all understand you.
All of our guys and gals shake the
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Cal
pins
dolphins
on
one
of
the
LaPadrera
shipmate
‘s wife. It’s
Admirals hand.
a tough job but someone had to do it.
Admiral Zarate gives us
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Shipmates of Sea Poacher/LaPadrera pose in front of salvaged propeller from the boat.
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chosen ones. Then there is this wonderful mingling of La Pedrera and Sea Poacher sailors. Hats,
challenge coins, dolphins, and key chains are exchanged. More importantly, smiles, handshakes,
and hugs freely occur and mean more than just that. And then, at the front entrance of the
Submarine School, and the main item on display is a huge Sea Poacher/La Pedrera propeller and
its brass brilliantly shined. In the same area is our boat’s capstan, and our #1 Periscope Head. Dry
eyes - not here! And it’s going to get better if possible.
Looking at Fran’s subsequent photos from around the submarine school, I notice several
large surface ships moored in the background. I never saw them that day.
Admiral Zarate, who was probably informed that the submarine film we saw earlier on
Abtao was in Spanish, now personally escorts us to a movie auditorium where the submarine film
is again shown to us in English. He really went out of his way for us.
It is now 1230 and only a short walk to the Submarine Pier to visit BAP Antofagasta (S32), an active duty submarine. The Commanding Officer Joel Garay meets us directly and grants
us permission to come aboard. Saluting the Peruvian Flag from the brow seemed appropriate and
was done. Four other Peruvian submarines are moored at the pier and a sixth is in dry dock. These
are first class German made submarines, built for function and not habitability. With eight torpedo tubes forward they will give you all the challenge you want. I have information on depths and
speeds, but double it all from Sea Poacher and then some. There were no restrictions on taking
photos inside, but we do not. The Peruvian Navy Photographer was on hand. Enter Vincent again
“You would have thought these guys were horses out of the gate. Let's go!” All went below deck
to see the boat and to meet the crew except Ivan, who fortunately stayed behind to hear a private
story of another incredible event involving our boat. That comes later.
After Antofagasta, we visit the Pub Snorkel which is part of the Officer’s Club. On display,
are several photos of La Pedrera, and then a conning tower/diving trainer filled with all sorts of
submarine equipment including periscopes, torpedo data computer, plotting stations, Christmas
trees, firing panels, radar, sonar, and a slew of other things. There was not enough time to view
anything in detail. Later I asked Joe if he saw any of our equipment there. He said it was all Sea
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Poacher/La Pedrera.
It is now 1330. The luncheon
is in a covered open air patio adjacent to the Dining Room of the
Submarine Force Commander. It is
nice and adorned with Navy signal
flags. You know the Peruvians could
have put some sort of message in
those flags, but it escaped me and all
of our delegation. It would not surprise me, and our QMs need to
check out those photos.
The luncheon features
Pachamanca,
which
I had read about
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months earlier in a Peruvian travel
Torpedomen gather in Conning Tower mock-up.
guide. This was another event totally unexpected. It is only served to honored guests or at important festivals, and is the oldest of
Peruvian culinary traditions. Pachamanca is not simply a method of cooking; it is a celebration.
To partake in it is to be part of the community. The name derives from the Quechan words for
“earth” and “pot” because it literally uses the ground itself as the vessel for cooking. A baked feast
of many meats and vegetables, all are cooked together in an underground shallow pit lined with
round, preheated stones and covered with earth and grasses. It takes an hour or two to cook.
Over 50 of us gather at the site of the Pachamanca, and Admiral Zarate explains the tradition. We see a small dirt mound with a Christian Cross imbedded on top. Tradition has it a major
honor to be asked to take the shovel and scoop the first amount of dirt off the mound when the
cooking is complete. That person is given the title of "Godfather." The “Godfather” appointed by
Admiral Zarate was me. I am about
honored out, but forever grateful.
Before the dirt is scooped the new
“Godfather” and the previous
“Godfather” (Admiral Zarate), drink
a toast, but the new “Godfather” is
the one to make the toast and drinks
a hefty glass of pure Pisco. I tried
my best to toast both submarine
forces in English, with translations
done by Captain Thornberry into
Spanish. Admiral Zarate also said a
few words and downed an equally
large glass of Pisco. As an after
thought, Bill says the tradition also
includes the new “Godfather” havPhoto by: Sharon Love
ing to host a Pachamanca at his Pachamanca. A traditional Peruvian feast.
Forest, Virginia home for 225 per— 36 —

sons. Oh boy!
So it is lunch time. I ask Ivan
to give the blessing, and he does so
very well as we know from our past
reunions. I am then seated at the
Head Table with Admiral Zarate,
Fran, CPO Jose Mancilla and wife,
Captain Paco Garfias and wife, and
others I never get to talk to. There is
just so much going on that it is
impossible to make the rounds as
one should.
After a Pisco Sour, lunch
arrives. My plate is piled high with
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what must be beef, chicken, and The official “Godfather” proposes a toast.
pork in a sauce that I could never
duplicate. It is wonderful. There is also yam, potatoes, and vegetables. No way can one get
through all of it. There is wine as well. Then we have Peruvian dancers doing various impressions
of their culture. It is operatic and appreciated by all of us.
I am a bit worried about our final presentations when dessert comes, which is a layered
cake and ice cream spectacular. Bill, Jack, Cal, myself, and a few others converse a bit on the final
actions. I tell them I think I know what to do. Just try to follow my leads and definitely keep me
on a hot, straight and normal track. Not an easy event considering all the Pisco and wine that I
have already been forced to consume. I manage to get back to the cake and melted ice cream.
The Admiral’s English and my Spanish were comparable, and we could communicate for
the most part. However, bless Captain Garfias, seated on the other side of the Admiral, who I
called upon to be an interpreter several times. The Admiral even called his wife on a cell phone,
and both Fran and I had the opportunity to speak with her. Her English
was perfect.
It is 1500, and time for
us to make our final presentations,
and it goes like this. There is no
more Spanish from me, thanks to
the Pisco, and I now rely on Captain
Thornberry to do the translation. We
present the following:
To Admiral Zarate a hard
copy of our Sea Poacher Book, the
book on CD, a plaque, and a Sea
Poacher/La
Pedrera
picture
designed by Jack Merrill.
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To Admiral Castro a hard
Dignitaries at head table.
copy of our Sea Poacher Book, the
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book on CD, and a plaque.
To CPO Jose Mancilla a hard
copy of our Sea Poacher Book, the
book on CD, and a plaque. Similar
items were given earlier to the
Naval Academy and Submarine
Abtao.
To all six submarine commanding officers gold dolphins.
To Pub Snorkel a plaque,
stained glass of our boat, and submarine paperweight.
Several CDs of the book to
those recommended by Captain
Thornberry, more of Cal’s miniature
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submarines, Bill’s key chains, and
Don Schwartz presents a copy of the Sea Poacher book to
the rest of the group get challenge
Admiral Zarate.
coins and Diesel Boat Forever pins.
We have nothing left. We had earlier adopted the motto of the Peruvian Submarine Force
and said it many times during the day. This was another appropriate time and it rang out
“UNA VEZ SUBMARINISTA-SIEMPRE SUBMARINISTA!”
“ONCE A SUBMARINER-ALWAYS A SUBMARINER!”
We thought that would be the end, but we were wrong. Admiral Zarate gets serious again.
I am called to the front. As Liaison
Officer and Tour Leader, he has a
wrapped package for me. Opening it I
find a beautiful glass encased model of
La Pedrera and engraved with my name
from
the
Peruvian
Officer’s
Association. I was lost for words, and
they did not come out easy. Sometimes
emotions get in the way. It now rests
proudly on my fireplace mantle in
Virginia. I was then presented another
beautifully wrapped box and in it was
an engraved Peruvian Navy wall
plaque. I could not focus my eyes clearly to read it and called Bill and Jack forward to assist. The plaque is from the
Commander of the Peruvian Submarine
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Lanny
admires
the
model
presented
to
him by Peruvian
Force, and the engraved plate is to the
Officer’s Association,
Crew of Sea Poacher on the occasion of
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this visit to Peru in March 2009.
Bill and Jack are also presented a red felt box with an
engraved plate stating “The Peru
Petty Officer’s Association ASTOSUBPE presents the Peruvian
Submariner’s Prayer to the Sea
Poacher Submariners, Callao, 9
March 2009. It is framed and reads,
in both English and Spanish, the following:
“Oh Lord! You who are so
powerful, you who have created
heaven and earth, and you, who
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from the deepest part of the ocean, The Sea Poacher Association Officers accept a beautiful brass
have created us. We, men of seas plaque from the Commander of the Peruvian Submarine Force,
Admiral Zarate.
and war, we who are part of the
Peruvian Navy, we offer you all our prayers. Oh great God, please protect our dear nation under
your Holy Spirit, and give strength and glory to our submarine force. All of us who have been
shaped after the steel of our submarines in our alma mater, all of us who give life to our vessels,
we ask you for your protection, and glory for those who are not with us anymore. Oh mighty Lord,
bless our homes and our loved ones, bless our country’s rest and protect us day and night. Please
protect us who at home or in the deepest part of the ocean, are always on guard for our country
and our families to keep them from all kind of foes. We ask you mighty Lord, your help to always
achieve victory…Amen.”
Now it is an even more serious Admiral Zarate. He said he, his command staff, and submarine commanders were, in their own right, overwhelmed by us. He quoted Hippocrates and said
“Happiness is when one achieves
balance in life, and that happiness is
the journey not the journey’s end.”
The Admiral said “Our visit showed
a true love of submarines, and it is
impossible to love something you
don't know. But he and the
Peruvians also love submarines, and
they can see how much we Sea
Poacher sailors loved our boat.” The
Admiral also noted that in the
Peruvian Navy, to get your dolphins
your must earn them, and dolphins
are only given to those who deserve
them. After meeting with us today,
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Admiral Zarate presents Peruvian dolphins to the crew of the he and his staff have decided to
USS Sea Poacher.
give us their gold Peruvian dol— 39 —

phins. I and the rest of us had a chill
running up and down are backs.
This had never been done
outside of the Peruvian Navy.
Never! Now, the eleven of us Sea
Poachers were going to be awarded
gold dolphins for the first time in the
98 year old history of the Peruvian
Submarine Force. I have no word to
describe our feelings or emotions.
We stood at attention trying to control our emotions.
Admiral Zarate said that
many
do
not fathom today’s misPhoto by: Sharon Love
sion. He said “We were not just a
A genuinely emotional moment. Having the opportunity to
“dive” for your dolphins a second time in your life.
bunch of retirees touring his country, but we were a unified organized
sincere group of American submariners that loved and served their country proudly. We were not
Americans, who are sometimes posed as unappreciative people whose purpose is self gratification, but as with their Peruvian ancestors, we are a proud and selfless people passionate about life
and living. The Peruvians saw in us the passion we have for our boat that also deeply lives in
them.”
Then the eleven of us, standing before the six submarine commanders of their boats, and
their entire staff, including the Submarine Force Commander, each had a glass of pure Pisco
placed in front of us with Peruvian Gold Dolphins at the bottom. You had to drink the Pisco in
total and with the glass raised on high and empty, come up with those precious gold dolphins in
your teeth. I did it, but was out of
breath. Nine others along side me
were just fine. We had one shipmate
who had never had an alcoholic
drink in his life hold the glass in his
hand for a bit, while the rest of us
proceeded. I knew the situation, and
was watching him closely. At one
point, I thought he was going to gag
and not make it, but he did it like the
salty Navy Captain Ivan is. It was a
remarkable event. Someone said
that when you drank for the dolphins you and the Incas were always
facing east. I have no idea of the
direction we were lined up, but I
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would bet it was east!
Ivan Joslin “dives for his dolphins”. An historic event.
This had to be the climax,
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but it was not. Admiral Zarate called
two persons in Spanish to the microphone and stepped back. There was
dead silence. Two sailors walked up.
One had a cane and was hobbling.
The first was the President of the La
Pedrera Petty Officer’s Association
(ASTOSUBPE) Jose Mancilla, a
retired CPO, and the second was 83
year old Victor Funes, another
retired CPO, who served for 22
years on La Pedrera. It was difficult
for him to walk, and he had a large
wooden box under his arm. Victor
took the mike with an interpreter.
Photo by: Sharon Love
He said many years ago when La Victor Funes presents the Sea Poacher Union Jack last flown in
Pedrera was being overhauled he 1969. He has taken loving care of it all these years.
found an American Blue and White
Jack that had flown from the bow of Sea Poacher, and wanted to send it home. But he did not
know where and had kept it for 35 years. He said it did not belong to him, and was returning it
to us. A plate from ASTOSUBPE was suitably engraved and attached to the box. There was more
emotion as he presented it to our President Bill and Vice President Jack.
And then Jose Mancilla took the microphone. He had also found something on La Pedrera
after its decommissioning. It was the last deck log page of Sea Poacher written on 22/23 October
1969. It was also being returned to us. It has the signatures of Navigator J.A. Hay, XO Joe Jockel,
CO Harry Huggins, and the initials of all the watch standers (OOD, Chief-of-the-Watch, and QM)
that evening and morning. She was headed for the Delaware Light Ship and Philadelphia on 3
engines at 14 knots. Sea Poacher was always at the leading edge, and the OOD was ordered to
adjust speed to remain 20 miles ahead of its “Movement Report Dead Reckoning Position.” After
“Next Commitment” were the words “NONE EVER!” It was another emotional moment.
We invited all of the Peruvians to our November 2010 reunion in Branson. They in return
extended an invitation for us to attend the 100th Anniversary of their Submarine Force in Peru on
16 August 2011. A large banner had been made for this event, and we gathered around it and more
photos were taken. We then gave everyone our good byes and hugs, and were back on the bus for
the return to our hotel.
It was a day that we will never forget.
However, it was still not over. On the bus, we were emotionally drained. Diego has a case
with some CDs inside. On one disk is a copy of the two Peruvian movies we saw earlier. On the
other is a complete set of the photographs (literally hundreds) taken by the Peruvian Navy
Photographer throughout the day, and set up as a Power Point slide presentation. They are given
to Bill. The Peruvians have thought of everything.
Three miles from the Base, there is another surprise when our replacement bus has a flat
tire. Diego pales, but we are in hysterics, and soon the Commander is laughing with us. We tell
him we are certain his next command will not be a submarine, but either a canoe, life raft or bus.
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This banner will be proudly displayed on our parade float at
the 2010 Sea Poacher Association Reunion in Branson,
Missouri.

Photo by: Sharon Love

Diego continues to laugh
with us. The driver has a spare tire
and replaces it, and we are moving
again. However, the spare tire is
badly under inflated. We are going
slow and looking for a gas station
with an air pump. It is going to take
a while, and Ivan grabs the microphone, and tells us that he has a startling revelation to confide to us. I
cannot imagine what he has to say.
Ivan said that on our earlier
tour of the Submarine Abtao and in
the process of going up, down and
through hatches, he had done a
painful number on his "submarine
shins" and had some bleeding.
When the time came to tour
Antofagasta, he chose not to go, and
stayed on the pier with several
wives who made the same choice.
This turned out to be a most fortu-

itous decision!
Quoting Ivan’s words “Standing alone near the brow and watching my shipmates going
down the Antofagasta after hatch, I noticed Victor Funes and Jose Mancilla approaching. This was
hours before they presented us with the Sea Poacher Jack and Deck Log. Victor was in a very
slumped over position on the side not being supported by Jose. I quickly put my arm around him
and had him place his hand on my other arm and shoulder for support. He slowly shifted his
wooden cane over to my side, and then steadied himself with both hands on his cane. From their
body language and hand motions, it was evident they were excited to catch me alone, and wanted to share something with me verbally. Language being the barrier, I hollered to Captain Garfias
who spoke English well, and asked him to join us as a translator. He knew both Victor and Jose,
and quickly shared with me that Victor was stable but had some occasional ‘mental failure’.”
Ivan then related to us on the bus what he learned from that discussion, and that no one
else except a few others knew. He said “I felt fortunate to be in a position to assist an 83 year-old
sailor. Victor had served 22 years on La Pedrera and had retired as a Chief Petty Officer. Almost
blind, hobbling on a cane, shuffling his feet when he walked, he spoke in a very low whisper with
slurred speech and spittle always on his lips. Thank God for his companion and strong-armed
physical supporter Jose. It was obvious that Jose respected Victor, and though often lagging
behind the rest of us throughout the day's events, he guided Victor with a proud and steady hand
to be sure they didn't miss a thing. The conversation went back and forth, with Victor needing
gentle prodding from Jose as Victor's words were weak, but focused and intense. His eyes literally sparkled as he spoke to Ivan. As Captain Garfias began to translate their Spanish into English,
it became clear that the Captain himself was hearing new information for the first time, and in
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fact several times he asked them to repeat details to be sure he'd heard them correctly.”
This is Victor's account of Sea Poacher's last journey as recounted by Ivan. While Ivan did
not ask him for the year, at some point between 1992 and 1996 the Peruvian Submarine Force
made the decision to scrap La Pedrera. Ivan related “With the signing of the towing contract, the
Navy was absolved of all control and responsibility for the trip to the Foundry. Numerous items
onboard were removed as salvage via holes cut into the top of the pressure hull. Topside hatches
were also removed. Basically, she was “gutted” of anything considered useable or salvageable.
Then, a towing company was contracted to move it to the Fundicion Marsano/Fundicion Callao
S.A. Foundry in Ventanilla, several miles by sea north of Callao, for meltdown. The consensus
of everyone involved was La Pedrera was light and riding so high, she could safely be towed to
her destination in the prevailing calm seas. During the tow, at an unknown location, the sea state
suddenly rose, quickly flooding her, and endangering the tug. The tow line was cut allowing La
Pedrera to sink. Victor and Jose strongly believe, and with ecstasy proclaimed to me, that God
Himself caused this freakish condition at just the right time, so that our boat would not be melted
down, but spend the rest of its life at sea where she belonged!”
Ivan continued “I can't begin to share with you, the pride and utter joy that Victor and Jose
exuded when they finally got to that part of our conversation! I shared their exuberance as well
as their belief, and I must admit that grown and old submariners still shed tears together at such
moments. Isn't it appropriate shipmates that the steel hull that we kept alive during our years
onboard, can now officially be reported ‘Intentionally sunk - no men lost.’ Our Sea Poacher is now
in Davey Jones Locker. May she rest in peace!”
On the bus, we reacted in silence. I do not recall any questions being asked. It had been an
emotional day, and we were drained. We arrived at the hotel at 1800 two hours later than planned.
At 1900 we departed for the five star restaurant Dama Lama in Larcomar for our farewell diner
and Peruvian show with Gate 1. We were unanimous in shedding our ties, but went there proudly wearing our vests and hats. It was another wonderful and concluding event for a day that will
always remain as “one in a lifetime.”
10 MARCH 2009 – RETURNING HOME
Today we scattered to the winds for the return to the United States, just like we do at every
Sea Poacher Reunion. The good byes were not easy. Four had 0700 flights and were again up at
0400 for the transfer to the Airport.
Most everyone else was in the breakfast room when Fran and I arrived at 0800. We said
our farewells at 0900 and boarded a car to the airport for our 1200 flight. Several in the group
including Larry and Arlene, Joe and Stella, Cal, Vincent, and Bill had late evening flights so they
were still strong enough to handle another full day tour of Lima that included the Peru Museum,
Barranco, and the Lima Beaches.
Yes, we returned home. But in truth, I felt at home in Peru. The most remarkable thing
about Peru is the people. We saw the Country from the richest to the poorest. For many of the
Peruvians it is a daily struggle to survive. But they get by, through a combination of ingenuity,
determination, and hard work. It is not the poorest of countries in South America, but my travel
guides place the poor there at nearly fifty percent of the population. Over a third of the homes have
no electricity or running water, and a third of the children apparently suffer from malnutrition.
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This letter received from J. J. Donnelly, Commander of US Submarine Force.
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Even so, they are among the nicest, friendliest, and most enjoyable people I have ever met. Would
I go back? In a heartbeat! It was the best country I have ever visited.
MARCH 2009 - POST EVENTS
On March 17 I mailed a three page letter summarizing the events that transpired with the
Peruvian Navy to the U.S. Commander Submarine Forces and Commander Submarine Force
Pacific. Fifteen thank you letters were also sent on March 21 to the Peruvians primarily involved
in our visit, and these contained a copy of my letter to the U.S. Submarine Force Commanders. A
wonderful response to our visit was sent by VADM J.J. Donnelly on March 25 which is included
in the photo section that follows. This was followed a week later with a personal note from the
Pacific Commander RADM D.J. McAneny.
Ivan and Marjorie discussed these letters in detail and have their own theory of why we
were treated so well by the Peruvian submariners. Ivan perceived and I quote “an absolute
‘hunger’ for a close relationship with the United States, especially its submarine sailors.
Interestingly Marjorie's position was that when the top brass of our submarine force realized how
receptive the Peruvians were to our visit, they might develop negative reactions to our visit, and
come back to us in some reactionary and negative way. Ivan countered by saying he thought the
two U.S. Admirals would read my letter with interest, and MAYBE reply with a cursory ‘thank
you.’ However, VADM Donnelly's and RADM McAneny’s letters are absolute ‘gems.’ I hope
RADM Zarate fills them in with lots of details and impressions from our visit. Not that we need
any additional boosts, but the more VADM Donnelly and RADM McAneny hear about our trip
FROM THE PERUVIANS, the more the true purpose of our visit is validated and strengthened.
Though we Sea Poachers are prejudiced in our thinking, probably no other Navy ship of any
description, and most certainly no other submarine can truly boast of what we have going on in
our Sea Poacher Association! I've not heard of any reunions that have the attendance we have.
And we are the only ones to publish a 629 page book on our beloved boat. I still find it most interesting that a large percentage of our “core group” comes from the 1960-1964 years encompassing
the 1961-1963 period when Commander Len Kojm was ‘Skipper.’ Leadership definitely impacts
long standing relationships for a lifetime, and no group symbolizes that any stronger than we ‘Peru
Trekkers.’ How else do you explain that 75 percent of the guys that went to Peru served with
Captain Len?”
THE FINAL FATE OF SEA POACHER/LA PEDRERA
Earlier, Ivan detailed the events relayed to him on March 9 on the final disposition of Sea
Poacher/La Pedrera. The date of her sinking and the latitude-longitude where she rests were still
not known. I asked Captain Garfias if he could obtain that information, and suggested that details
might be difficult to obtain. His most positive response was “Remember - I am a submariner.”
Richard, as our Quartermaster Extraordinaire, volunteered to procure a nautical chart and plot her
location, once it was determined, and make it available for this Addendum.
In Chapter 109 of the We Remember Sea Poacher Book, we concluded that Sea Poacher/La
Pedrera had been scrapped based primarily upon the comments of the Export Manager of the
Foundry Fundicion Marsano/Fundicion Callao S.A. and four Peruvian Navy officials. Even so,
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nothing definitive as to year or circumstances was received from the
Foundry, the Peruvian Naval
Attaché in Washington, or the
Peruvian Navy in Callao. Our shipmate Luke Riley has experience
with the scrapping of submarines
and his thoughts follow: “Typically
with U.S. retired submarines, they
are sold to a civilian company for
scrap, and after the sale, very little
information is known or provided
regards the outcome. The submarine
force just deletes them from the
record and there is no follow-up.
This may be the reason little inforPhoto courtesy of: Lanny Yeske
In the lower right corner is what appears to be a beached submation is available in Peruvian
marine.
Navy circles, except for some of the
old timers that followed La Pedrera history. They are the ones who kept the steel alive, and we are
part of that group. The words when commissioning a ship still ring true "Man the ship and bring
her to life!" And that has proudly been carried on by the Sea Poacher/La Pedrera crew. So based
on my knowledge of submarine disposal it would be fair for the crew to record the history of their
boat and its actual fate, but that information would not likely reach the active Peruvian submarine
force. The fact that Sea Poacher/La Pedrera accidently sank while being towed to its demise
should not be a sensitive issue to the Peruvian Navy. When sold to a commercial company, there
is no reflection on anyone other than the folks who owned her or the towing company. I believe
higher powers determined that Sea Poacher/La Pedrera should continue to live in her environment. A fitting story of a great ship - she is still manned.”
Terry Kopansky, one of our Gate 1 group in Peru and an attendant at many of our events
except Callao, also has some thoughts on Sea Poacher/La Pedrera final fate. He is not a submariner but is an accomplished diver. His take is that our boat, resting in the ocean, is where she
belongs - hands down! He thinks that everyone who ever served on Sea Poacher/La Pedrera would
agree. Terry is surprised that the Foundry would cover up the fact that she was lost at sea, rather
than being scrapped. He says Shakespeare has a line for it: "Oh what a tangled web we weave
when first we practice to deceive." His next step, when we again journey to Peru in August 2011,
would be to visit the site where Sea Poacher/La Pedrera rests, and place a wreath.
Captain Garfias provided, in collaboration with Jose Mancilla and Victor Funes, on 20
April 2009 the position of Latitude 11 Degrees 59 Minutes 08 Seconds (South) and Longitude
77 Degrees 08 Minutes 04 Seconds (West) as the final resting place for our submarine. My hand
was shaking when I converted this to the required Google map and satellite format in degrees only
of -11.985556,-77.134444, did a Google search, and zoomed to a 200 foot scale.
Observed is about 240 feet of a ship hull that looks like a submarine. Do not be concerned
with the Google scale of 200 feet which is not exact. Peru's active submarines of the German Type
209 class are either 177 or 184 feet in length. If one keeps the same scale at the above site and
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moves down the coast line to the
Callao Naval Submarine Base, and
then takes a look at the active submarines and measures their length
with a ruler on the image, as well as
the Abtao at 243 feet, you will find
that the visible wreckage at the
Google site is about 240 feet and
much larger than the scale shown on
the image. That 240 feet may be all
there is or the remainder of the hull
to seaward is in too deep of water or
buried to be seen. It is less than 100
feet off shore and there are storage
tanks from Baker Peru within 1,000
feet to the east on shore. It would
Photo by: Pablo Hernandez
Jose Mancilla, Ruben Ochao, and Jose Alverez. survey the
appear that most of the hull is above
remains of theSea Poacher/LaPadrera.
the water surface. The color appears
black, but it could be rust colored. Notice that the waves are seemingly broken by the shape of the
hull indicating a surface condition, and Joe surmises a sand accumulation around the object. The
site is about 3.5 nautical miles north of the Callao Submarine Base and about 5.5 nautical miles
south of Ventanilla, the City which the Foundry has for a mailing address. The 2009 date on the
image may just be a stamp and not the real year. The Google website states most of their imagery
is 1-3 years old.
So let me take you through the process of how we determined this to be the hull of La
Pedrera/Sea Poacher. First, we were not sure it was a submarine even though it looked like one.
In 2004 an anonymous close
Peruvian contact of mine flew over
the area, and told me he had seen a
beached submarine with no sail. He
directed me, and our Sea Poacher
Search Committee, in 2007 to this
area using runways from Jorge
Chavez International Airport and
coastal piers. In all honesty we were
at a point just south of the Google
site. However, instead of going
north, we went south to the Callao
Naval Base and found the active
submarine pier and what we thought
were several beached submarine
hulls. That ended our search. Had
Photo curtisy of: Juan Garfias and Jose Mancilla
we gone north we would have A view of the remains of Sea Poacher with pier in background.
reached the Google site, and seen
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this as a submarine using the older
satellite imagery. This specific site
was again confirmed to me by this
contact on 27 April 2009. As a pilot,
he informed me that he will fly over
the area and do an inspection in the
near future.
The information given to us
by CPOs Jose Mancilla and Victor
Funes, as told to Ivan using Captain
Garfias as an interpreter, is not only
positive that this is a submarine, but
is the actual final resting place of La
Pedrera/Sea Poacher. These CPOs
totally contradict the premise that
Photo curtisy of: Juan Garfias and Jose Mancilla
our boat was scrapped at a Foundry
A view of the remains of Sea Poacher.
in Ventanilla. I learned that Jose had
visited the site, and because of the
situation it was probably not cost-effective for the Foundry to do anything with it. Still, there was
no absolute confirmation that it was a submarine. I asked Ivan how certain he was of the CPOs
actually knowing it to be La Pedrera/Sea Poacher, and he came back in the clearest of terms that
their story was not a figment of their imagination, but came from their souls as the gospel truth.
There was still no photographs or any information from the Foundry.
However, supposing it was a submarine, how did we to know it was not a different
Peruvian submarine. Peru had 13 submarines since the Abtao Class was built for them in the
1950s. Six are the German Type Model 209/1100 (177 foot length) Islay (S-35) and Arica (S-36),
and Model 209/1200 (184 foot length) Angamos (S-31), Antofagasta (S-32), Pisagua (S-33), and
Chipana (S-34). They are still on active duty. There were also four Abtao Class of 243 foot length.
These are the Abtao and Dos de Mayo, both of which are afloat and viewed on our visit to Peru.
However, there was also the Angamos (S-43) stricken in 1990 and Iquique (S-44) stricken in 1993.
Both were supposedly scrapped, however my British reference book notes that Abtao and Dos De
Mayo are also scrapped, and that is certainly not the case. I can find no reference on the internet
to the disposition of Angamos and Iquique. So, these submarines of 243 foot length are possibilities as being the hull located at the Google site. Another possibility is that the hull may be the
USS Atule (SS-403)/BAP Pacocha (S-48). She was supposedly towed to the Foundry in Ventanilla
one year after Sea Poacher/La Pedrera. She had on 26 August 1988 been sunk in a collision with
a Japanese tanker, and when surfaced and recovered nearly a year later on 23 July 1989 was a
mess. She was cannibalized for spare parts needed by other submarines. Supposedly scrapped, her
exact disposition is not known. There is one more Guppy possibility. The USS Tench (SS-417)
was sold to Peru in 1973 and was also used for spare parts. Several accounts indicate she was
scrapped in 1976, and another that she was a target and sunk during a military exercise. This cannot be validated either. There is, of course, the remotest chance that this could be a submarine from
another country. However, this would have been a major international event and would have been
noted in some naval record in Peru or the other country.
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So, if the hull is a submarine,
the only other possibility is La
Pedrera/Sea Poacher. I determined
that another attempt needed to be
made to the Foundry for conclusive
information. Accordingly, on 22
April 2009 I sent an email to Ing.
Eliot Torres at Fundicion Callao
S.A./Fundicion Marsano inquiring
as to the final disposition of La
Pedrera. Therein I noted that additional information from Peruvian
naval sources concurred that our
submarine was not scrapped by
them, and her probable hull exists
Photo courtesy of: Juan Garfias and Jose Mancilla
close to shore only a few miles north
Sea Poacher as she lays in the sand on the beach in Peru.
of the Callao Naval Submarine Base
at the specific latitude and longitude given earlier. No response was received. I followed this with
another email to both him and the Foundry President Dante Marsano on April 29, and again there
was no response.
I then learned, via Captain Garfias, that when CPO Mancilla visited the site, he had walked
on the hull, taken photographs, and identified it as La Pedrera, which is partially buried in the
sand. He said the hull is reachable by foot, because of its proximity to shore, and the tidal range
is not important. I have found the range to be about 2 to 3 foot in this area.
It then became clearer as to why we were not receiving any response from the Foundry.
First of all, Captain Thornberry surmised that if they acknowledged the loss of the tow and the
vessel belonging to them, local authorities might require them to remove the hull from the area
which could be costly. Second, from the nautical chart obtained by Richard, there are also several submerged oil pipelines in the region close to the hull, which could make the removal dangerous from a spill possibility. And finally, Captain Garfias noted that given the condition of the hull,
it might no longer be cost - effective to go through the melt - down process.
Captain Thornberry was now also of the opinion that the hull was that of La Pedrera. My
anonymous pilot contact agreed, and he also said that all Peruvian vessels are towed to this area
for disposition. I presume that to be possible, but there are other possibilities discussed shortly.
I decided to send a final email to the Foundry on May 12. Therein I noted that several former La Pedrera crew members had recently accessed the hull, taken photographs, and identified
it as La Pedrera. I also copied several high level active duty Peruvian naval officers, and felt we
were making a case to the Foundry. And finally on May 29, I received an email from the Foundry
which stated: “We are truly sorry for the late response. Please be informed that the submarine is
in our possession. It was originally appointed to be scrapped but we have not proceeded yet. Best
regards, Eliot Torres-Calderón FUNDICION CALLAO S.A. Export Manager. The Foundry did
not provide any of the information I requested on date or circumstances of the sinking.
Immediately thereafter, I asked Captain Garfias to send me any photographs that had been
taken of the hull, and 50 were emailed to me on May 21. They were taken on May 19 by a team
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of La Pedrera crew members consisting of Jose Mancilla, Jose Alvarez, Ruben Ochoa, and Pablo
Hernandez. I was very surprised to see most of the hull buried in the sand and stones. I actually
thought the coast there to be steep and rocky, but it is very flat. It also became readily apparent
why the Foundry has not removed the hull from the site for meltdown. Probably 90 percent of it
is buried in the sand, and it would be virtually impossible to remove it. From the earlier Google
imagery, it would appear that much less of the hull can now be seen indicating a sinking situation.
Notes on the photographs were also provided by Jose Mancilla. His observations include that the
submarine lies on its port side with the stern towards the beach. Everything in the After Torpedo
Room is buried in sand and stones. By the guard balance, the starboard side of the submarine is
seen with the bow pointed towards north and totally submerged. There is some conjecture on the
initial flooding which appears to have been in the Engine Rooms. Also included are photographs
of the pier in close proximity to the hull. The La Pedrera crew on this day and on site also offered
Chi Cha de Jora in memory to all the crew of La Pedrera and Sea Poacher, and this submarine will
always remain in their memories. They extended a fraternal hug to every submariner.
Our fellow traveler Arnie Johnson again traveled in June 2009 to the Peruvian Amazon
with a stop in Lima. He determined
………………..
With the above, the disposition of La Pedrera/Sea Poacher closed. We do not know the date
or the exact circumstances that placed the hull in its current position, but that is not critical. One
possible scenario (see attached chart insert) would have her under tow from the Naval Base heading west one nautical mile to the 20 meter depth curve. From there the tow would move north
between Anchorages 1 – 10 and 2 – 8 for about three nautical miles. Now enter the unexpected
storm causing the hull to take on water and endangering the towing vessel which must cut the towing line to save itself. Where this happened west of its final resting place today is pure conjecture.
It could have been anywhere along the presumed track shown on the chart. In its light condition
and perhaps drawing on the order of only 3 meters or so, it could have been with a few hundred
yards from shore when the tow line was cut. Or if in slightly deeper waters, the hull, in the probable 13 to 17 year period, could perhaps have been moved by currents and significant, albeit nothurricane type, storms to its final resting position.
Regardless, after 65 years may La Pedrera/Sea Poacher rest in peace!
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